
ALLIANCE FRANÇAISE 

ROUEN

http://www.afrouen.org

DE ROUEN - NORMANDIE

LANGUAGE SCHOOL

  Precise name of the institution
Alliance française de Rouen - 
Normandie
  Type of institution 
Association
   City where the main campus is located
Rouen
  Number of students 
850
  Percentage or number of international 
students 
95
   Type and level of qualifications 
awarded 
DELF (Diplôme d’Etudes de Langue 
Française) - DALF (Diplôme Approndi de 
Langue Française)
   French language courses 
Yes - Intensive Programme, General 
and Specialist French Language 
Programmes, Official examination 
centre for DELF & DALF and TCF (Test 
de Connaissance du Français)
   Programs for international students
Yes
   Programs in English 
No
   Registration fees/year  
(for information only) 
171 Euros / week (Sliding scale rates) 
   Postal address 
80 Boulevard de l’Yser

IDENTITY FORM

Member of Campus France Forum

Created in 1986, the Alliance française 
Rouen-Normandie, a private institution 
of higher education, offers year round 
French as a foreign language (FLE) 
courses. It hosts more than 850 students 
from more than 110 countries. It belongs 
to the international network of Alliances 
françaises and as such, aims to teach 
French to foreigners and to promote 
francophone cultures by fostering cultural 
exchanges.
Located in the heart of town, the AF 
Rouen offers both short and extended 
programmes of general and specialist 
French.
It also organises immersion courses 
(French as a foreign language classes 
with host family stay) throughout the 
year. Its teachers are higher education 
graduates and specialists in teaching 
French as a foreign language.
Since 2014, the Alliance française Rouen-
Normandie is certified by CIEP ‘Qualité 
Français Langue Etrangère’. 

  MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- Intensive programmes with minimum duration 
of one week
- Long-term programmes
- Super-intensive programmes (intensive 
programme + private lessons)
- Tailored programmes for international students
- Private lessons (as requested)
- Online courses
- Professional French courses (FOS) for 
corporate executives
- Diplomas and official language tests DELF, 
DALF and TCF (CIEP)
- Official Centre for administering both the pre-
test and final DAEFLE exam
- Total immersion linguistic stays
- Au Pair programme

  STRENGTHS
- Centre of Excellence: The Alliance française de 
Rouen-Normandie was awarded the FLE Quality 
Label in 2014

- Operating flexibly, the AF Rouen-Normandie 
hosts students throughout the year
- Immersion programmes that combine French 
as a foreign language classes, living with a host 
family and cultural discovery
- Courses commencing each Monday
- Full programme of cultural activities and 
excursions (Normandy, Paris, Loire Valley, 
Mont St Michel, D-Day landing beaches, Etretat, 
Giverny, etc.)
- Accommodation with our selected host 
families. in a student residence or hotel
- Pickup and transfer from the railway station or 
the airport (Paris, Beauvais)
- Free Wi-Fi throughout the institution
- Assistance with paperwork (long-stay visa 
follow-up)

  LOCATION
The Alliance française is situated in the historic 
heart of the beautiful town of Rouen, 2 minutes 
from the railway station, the Museum of Fine 
Arts and public transport: metro, bus, taxis.
Located between the busiest sea in the world 
and the Ile-de-France region, Normandy has 
many economic, cultural and geographic 
strengths to make it integral to the national and 
European economic heart. With widely diverse 
landscapes and attractive tourist propositions 
(Mont Saint Michel, Etretat, Giverny, Honfleur, 
etc.), Normandy highlights its cultural and 
historic heritage to attract tourists from around 
the world.
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https://twitter.com/AFRouen
https://www.facebook.com/AFRouen

